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Abstract. Various supramolecular interactions are applied as driving forces in self-assembly and molecular
recognition processes. Single crystal X-ray diffraction method is especially important for solid-state studies of non-covalent interactions as it reveals their influence on the molecular and supramolecular structures. This paper discusses structures of two completely different types of compounds in which a variety
of intermolecular interactions are involved. It will be shown that strong and weak intermolecular hydrogen
bonds in N-alkylammonium resorcinarene salts, depending on the type of anion, inclusion of resorcinarene
upper rim pendant group or solvent molecules into the cavity, strongly affect overall conformation of the
resorcinarene core. On the other hand, very weak hydrophobic interactions in palladium(II) pincer complexes form channel structures. (doi: 10.5562/cca2058)
Keywords: X-ray structure, supramolecular chemistry, hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interaction,
resorcinarene, palladium complex

INTRODUCTION
The rational design and synthesis of novel solid-state
architectures are of current interest in the field of
supramolecular chemistry and crystal engineering due to
intriguing structural motifs that can be created by various intermolecular interactions. Supramolecular chemistry applies molecular recognition processes which rest
heavily on understanding of the recognition properties
of the functional groups involved in these interactions,
i.e. on molecular information stored in the interacting
species.1 It aims at constructing highly complex, functional chemical systems from components held together
by intermolecular interactions. Various supramolecular
interactions are used as tools in supramolecular chemistry and especially in crystal engineering in an order to
develop novel functional materials. Besides conventional strong hydrogen bonds (OH···O, NH···O etc.) that
play a dominant role in supramolecular assembling, the
successful building of supramolecular architectures can
be accomplished also by much weaker and more subtle
intermolecular interactions, such as CH···O and
CH···N hydrogen bonds, CH··· and ··· interactions and halogen bonds.2 Understanding of the nature
of supramolecular interactions and how to control them
systematically is important in order to design new materials with desirable physical and chemical properties.

In this paper we discuss crystal structures of two
completely different types of compounds in which great
variety of intra- and intermolecular interactions are
involved in the formation of their molecular and
supramolecular structures. Being either very weak or
strong the interactions can lead to extraordinary
interesting structures with variety of applications and
have crucial role in the formation of the final structure.
Thus, in N-alkylammonium resorcinarene salts, having
halides (chlorides and bromides) as counteranions,
strong intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds prevail
and strongly affect conformation of the resorcinarene
core. On the other hand, palladium(II) pincer complexes
prefer to interact with themselves via hydrophobic interactions. Although very weak, these interactions can
overrule stronger ones which could be also formed (e.g.
CH···O hydrogen bond), leading to channel structures.
STRONG INTRA- AND INTERMOLECULAR
HYDROGEN BONDS IN N-ALKYLAMMONIUM
RESORCINARENE SALTS
Due to their easy availability and versatile nature,
resorcinarenes have been widely used as host molecules
and models for receptors as well as building blocks in
crystal engineering and self-assembly studies in
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Scheme 1. The N-alkylammonium resorcinarene cavitands,
chlorides and bromides.8a,9a

supramolecular chemistry. As an object of such studies,
they can form self-inclusion complexes or they can bind
neutral molecules or ionic species, so forming solvates
and other complexes with molecules or ions present in
the crystallization solution. The possibility of trapping
small guest molecules is a consequence of the fact that
resorcinarene is a concave bowlshape molecule made
up by intramolecular OH···O hydrogen bonds. Hydrophilic upper rim of the molecule via hydroxyl groups
can form intermolecular hydrogen bonds, while hydrophobic lower rim of the molecule, an electron-rich cavity, can form complexes through CH···, ··· and
cation··· interactions. Multiple hydrogen-bond interactions are used for the design of self-assembled structures
capable of molecular encapsulation.3 Thus, intermolecular hydrogen bonds are responsible for the building of
several complicated self-assembled structures involving
resorcinarenes, such as 1:1 inclusion complexes,4
dimeric,5 hexameric6 and tubular7 assemblies.
The charge-neutral N-alkylammonium resorcinarene halides, with strong circular hydrogen bond seam
between the ammonium moieties and halide anions, can
form cavitand-like structures.8,9a Halides as free ions are
good proton acceptors, assisted by their intrinsic charge,
and have been seen in many synthetic receptor systems
and within solid-state architectures. The Nalkylammonium resorcinarene halides,8a,9a chlorides (1a,
2a, 4a and 5a) and bromides (1b–3b) are presented in
Scheme 1.
As expected, because of steric reasons, all Nalkylammonium
resorcinarene
cavitands
with
cyclohexyl ring at the upper rim of the resorcinarene
core (R’, Scheme 1) crystallized as host-guest complexes. The other resorcinarene salts, with the exception of
1a and 5a, are self-included dimers. The dimers of these
resorcinarene halides consist of two self-included
resorcinarene tetracations and six halides, bromides or
chlorides, and is formed via NH···X hydrogen bond (X
= Br, Cl) between ammonium nitrogen atoms and halides. Because of hydrogen-bonded array of ammonium
and halide ions the shallow cavity of the resorcinarene
is extended. The first example of self-included dimer
Croat. Chem. Acta 85 (2012) 319.

Figure 1. (a) Cappped stick representation of 1b dimer;
(b) CPK plot of 1b (from the top), showing an almost perfect
square formed by four ammonium nitrogen atoms and four
bromides (the upper rim propyl chains have been omitted for
9a
clarity).

formed via NH···Br hydrogen bonds is compound 1b,
with the propyl group at the upper and ethyl at the lower
rim of the resorcinarene core (Figure 1). The NH···Br
hydrogen bonds are supported in dimer formation by
two CH··· interactions as terminal CC bond of the
propyl group is directed towards electron rich cavity.
The conformation of the lower rim of the
resorcinarene core can be defined by distances between
phenyl rings centroids (Cg···Cg), while the upper rim
can be defined by distances between opposite nitrogen
atoms (N···N) and halides (X···X), Table 1. The nitrogen
atoms in 1b form an almost perfect square, with the
distance difference of 0.16 Å, while the distance difference between bromides is 0.34 Å. As the distance difference between the opposite phenyl ring centroids is
Table 1. Distance differences (Å) between ring centroids
(Cg···Cg), nitrogen atoms (N···N) and halides (X···X) defining
a
conformation of the resorcinarene core
Structure

Cg···Cg

N···N

X···X

1a9a
1b9a

0.66
0.59
0.05

0.59
0.97
0.16

0.81
0.53
0.34

2a·H2O 9a

0.01

0.05

0.40

2a·BuOH·0.5H2O9a

0.12

0.48

0.26

9a

0.02

0.04

0.40

9a

3b

0.80

2.14

0.55

4a9a

0.19
0.03
0.03

0.25
0.03
0.15

0.30

2b

5a8a
a

0.71b

The reference for each structure is given alongside the
number.
b
Only one value is given for two independent molecules of 5a
as three chlorides in one independent molecule are disordered.
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Figure 2. (a) CPK plot of 2a·BuOH·0.5H2O (from the top),
showing slightly distorted conformation of the resorcinarene
core (the upper rim propyl chains have been omitted for clarity);
(b) Capped stick representation of 2a·BuOH·0.5H2O dimer,
showing twisted self-included propyl chain in ball and stick
9a
style (chlorides have been omitted for clarity).

also almost equal, the resorcinarene core in this structure is nearly symmetrical. Such conformation with
similar values of distance differences is also observed in
self-included dimer of 2b.
It is interesting to note that resorcinarene core conformation slightly differ in two structures of chloride
analogue of 2b, viz. 2a. Compound 2a crystallizes in
two slightly different forms, a monohydrate and
n-butanol solvate hemihydrate. The chloride anions and
ammonium cations in 2a·H2O form again an almost
perfect square. On the other hand, the resorcinarene core
in 2a·BuOH·0.5H2O adopts slightly distorted conformation. The distance difference between nitrogen atoms
is 0.48 Å, slightly bigger than that in 1b and 2b. In this
structure, one hydrogen atom of ammonium nitrogen is
not involved in the formation of NH···Cl hydrogen
bonds inside resorcinarene core and it points to the
chloride which is outside of the dimer (Figure 2a). This
is accompanied with completely different conformation
of the self-included propyl group which is twisted (Figure 2b). Such orientation of the propyl group prevents
CH··· interaction formation and this dimer is built
only by NH···Cl hydrogen bonds.
In two N-alkylammonium resorcinarenes with
propyl (1a) and butyl (5a) chain at the upper rim of the
resorcinarene core crystallization conditions resulted in
an unexpected disruption of the self-included dimer, and
instead inclusion of solvent molecules into the cavity
was observed. Thus, both compounds crystallize as
host-guest complexes with two independent cations and
eight chlorides in the asymmetric unit. Inclusion of
acetonitrile molecules in resorcinarene 5a and dichloromethane molecules in 1a resulted in distorted
conformation of the resorcinarene core. In the case of
1a, even lower rim is distorted as distance differences
between ring centroids are 0.66 and 0.59 Å (Figure 3a).
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Figure 3. (a) CPK plot of one independent cation of 1a, showing distorted conformation of the upper rim cation–anion belt
(upper rim propyl chains have been omitted for clarity);
(b) Capped stick representation of one independent cation and
included dichloromethane molecules in 1a, showing orientation of the dichloromethane molecules into the cavity (the
chloride anions have been omitted for clarity and included
dichloromethane molecules are presented in ball and stick
9a
style).

From these data is obvious that the geometry of the
resorcinarene core could be markedly influenced by the
inclusion of solvent molecules. In 1a, this is a result of
repulsion between dichloromethane chlorines and atoms
of resorcinarene skeleton. Dichloromethane molecules
fill up the cavities of both independent resorcinarene
cations with the host:guest ratio of 1:2 (Figure 3b). The
chlorine atoms of the dichloromethane molecules within
the same cavity are rotated and displaced in staggered
orientation in order to minimise their mutual repulsion.
In the cavity of both independent cations of 5a
two acetonitrile molecules are included (Figure 4a). The
acetonitrile molecule at lower position (Figure 4b) is
close to one ammonium nitrogen atom to which it forms
NH···N hydrogen bond. Its position is additionally
fixed by one CH···Cl hydrogen-bond and by one

Figure 4. Capped-stick representation of one independent
cation of 5a, showing position of included acetonitrile molecules in the cavity: (a) both molecules (side view); (b) molecule at lower position (from the top). The included solvent
8a
molecules are presented in ball and stick style.
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rate, nitrate and triflate) also form self-included and
host-guest complexes.9b In these structures, the conformation of the resorcinarene core is also highly influenced by inclusion of solvent molecules, upper rim
pendant group or type of anion.
VERY WEAK HYDROPHOBIC INTERACTIONS
IN PALLADIUM PINCER COMPLEXES

Figure 5. Capped-stick representation of: a) 3b and b) 4a,
showing position of the included solvent molecules in the
cavity (bromides in 3b and chlorides in 4a have been omitted
for clarity and included methanol molecule in 3b and
n-butanol and chloroform molecules in 4a are presented in ball
9a
and stick style).

CH··· interaction formed between guest molecule and
electron rich cavity of resorcinarene. The second acetonitrile molecule sits on the top of cavity in the perpendicular position. Such orientation minimizes repulsion
between atoms of the acetonitrile molecule and those of
upper rim butyl chain of the host molecule.
When the cyclohexyl ring is at the upper rim of
the resorcinarene core, the self-inclusion and subsequent
dimer formation is not possible due to the sterically very
bulky cyclohexyl groups. In the case when ethyl group
is at the lower rim of the resorcinarene core (3b)
resorcinarene shows selectivity towards methanol (Figure 5a) and in the case of pentyl group (4a) towards
n-butanol (Figure 5b). In addition to the deeply included
n-butanol in 4a, one molecule of chloroform sits also on
top of the cation–anion belt. Hydroxyl group of the
n-butanol in 4a is situated on the cation–anion belt,
while for the included methanol molecule in 3b it is
situated slightly below the plane of the cation–anion
belt. However, in both structures, it is in a position
which enables OH···Br and OH···Cl hydrogen bond
formation in 3b and 4a, respectively. The cation–anion
belt in 3b is more distorted than in any other previously
described structure, so that resorcinarene core adopts
highly distorted conformation. This is a consequence of
the larger sterical demand of the cyclohexyl groups and
the bromide anions. On the other hand, resorcinarene
core in 4a adopts slightly distorted conformation, probably caused by inclusion of n-butanol and chloroform
molecules.
The n-butanol molecule in 4a is linked to the cation also
by CH··· interaction formed between hydrogen of the
terminal carbon atom of n-butanol molecule and phenyl
ring of resorcinarene, while the chloroform molecule is
linked to one of the chlorides by CH···Cl hydrogen
bond. It should be also added that N-alkylammonium
resorcinarene salts with large non-spherical anions (picCroat. Chem. Acta 85 (2012) 319.

The studies of the relationship between the molecular
structure and very weak non-covalent interactions have
been usually taken with the aim to control self-assembly
process of molecular building blocks and above all in a
wish to give well defined supramolecular architectures
in the solid-state. Thus, the synthesis and characterization of molecular-based cages and capsules,10 spheres11
and tubes7,12 have attracted significant research efforts
recently for the development of novel materials and
compounds with molecular recognition ability. Considerable interest has attracted structures and properties of
porous organic and metal–organic crystalline materials
which can form pores or channels in the crystalline
state, because of their unique potential capabilities in
gas storage, ion exchange and catalysis.3c,13 Pincer complexes are well known compounds as precursors to
further functionalized complexes for applications in e.g.
catalysis, bond activation, sensors and switches.14
In the last decade, a lot of attention is devoted to
{2,6-bis[(di-t-butylphosphino)methyl]phenyl}palladium
(II) (PCPPd) pincer complexes, and all structures of this
type of compounds have been published in this period
(since 2002).15 These interesting complexes can form
different types of assemblies by various intermolecular
interactions. Johansson et al.15a have published structures of metal-organic crystals of PCPPdOH (1) hydrate,
PCPPdONO2 (2) and PCPPdNO2 (3) pentane solvate
(Scheme 2). Their topologies of supramolecular structures give rise to a range of different molecular architectures, from strongly solvent-bridged hydrogen-bonded
dimers of 1, over weakly hydrogen-bonded zigzag
chains in 2 to 3D quartz net in 3.
The most interesting structure in this series is the last
one, pentane solvate of PCPPdNO2 (3), which forms a
porous framework with potential free volume of 17 %.15a

X
1 OH
2 ONO2
3 NO2

Scheme 2. Chemical structures of palladium(II) pincer complexes.15a
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Figure 6. Channel(s) in pentane solvate of PCPPdNO2 (3): a) ball and stick representation; (b) CPK plot viewed down the c axis.15a

The supramolecular structure is based on two different
types of interactions, but connecting the same neighbouring molecules. The first one is weak hydrogenbonded interaction which involves oxygen atom of the
NO2 group as protonacceptor and hydrogen atom of
methylene group as donor. In addition, the tert-butyl
groups in 3 prefer to interact with itself via hydrophobic
interactions and therefore facilitate the formation of
hydrophobic channels (Figure 6).
Each molecule of the complex is linked through
these contacts to four neighbouring molecules, thus
making a four-connected three-dimensional net and

Figure 7. Part of the crystal structure of 3 showing
H2CHCH3 and CHO contacts between neighbouring
molecules.15a

each molecule participates in the formation of two
channels (Figure 7). The c-axis constitutes the hexagonal channel of the structure as is shown in Figure 6b.
The inner walls of the channel are built up by tert-butyl
groups (Figure 6) and they form a completely hydrophobic environment. The interior of the channel contains a very badly resolved residual electron density
indicating the presence of highly disordered residual
solvent, as is stated in the paper,15a the most probably
pentane. Thus, large amounts of solvent molecules are
incorporated into an apparently porous network of this
structure.
The pentane solvate of PCPPdNO2 (3) crystallizes in
enantiomorphic hexagonal space groups P6122 (CSD
Refcode: NIQYOC). Heating of these crystals at 120 oC
in high vacuum the structure was retained. However,
X-ray single crystal study revealed that the same compound crystallizes now in space group P6522 (CSD
Refcode: CIQZAE), but with less amount of disordered
solvent in the channel. Thus, supramolecular organiza-

Figure 8. CPK plot of: a) right-handed helix and b) lefthanded helix of 3.15a
Croat. Chem. Acta 85 (2012) 319.
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tion in both structures results in the formation of helix
along the six-fold axis of symmetry, but the handedness
of the helix is different. Right-hand complexes crystallize in P6122 space group and left-handed in P6522
(Figure 8). Two such helices are mutually interweaved
and tightly packed in both structures.
In view of the interesting properties of 3 and its
promising potential in porous materials we have investigated possibilities of channel formation with similar
pincer complexes containing terminal metal halides,
chloride and bromide, and this paper is in preparation
and will be published elsewhere.16 This research showed
that channel formation is the result of very weak hydrophobic interactions and possible solvate template effect,
and not of weak hydrogen bonds (e.g. C−H∙∙∙O in 3).
Based on these preliminary results the template effect of
the solvent molecules cannot be completely ruled out as
a driving force or may work in a synergy with other
interactions responsible for channel formation as described in the paper by Johansson et al.15a

that inclusion of the guest molecule is not crucial factor
for distortion of the resorcinarene core (e.g. in the case
of n-butanol molecule in 4a). These structures manifest
the difficulty of structure control and prediction due to
competing of multiple interactions in the crystalline
state.
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